
SKYDROID Yunzhuo MX450 UAV User Manual
1: Overview

MX450 is equipped with a high-precision GPS positioning system, which can hover and fly
stably outdoors. A single-axis pan/tilt camera can return stable images in real time. The
maximum flight speed is 68km/h, and the maximum flight time is 34 minutes. MX450 can
be widely used in novice teaching, college training, AOPA training and other scenarios. It
has the characteristics of flexible operation, anti-fall and anti-seismic.

2: Component description
2.1 Aircraft component description
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1 Single-axis gimbal 6 Brushless motor
2 Tuning interface

(Micro-usb)-matching
7 Battery

3 Frequencybutton 8 Power supply port
4 Frequency-matching indicator 9 Balance charging port
5 Propeller

2.2 Description of remote control components
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1 2.4G3dB antenna 8 switch key
2 USB1/image output 9 button B
3 toggle three-switch flight mode 10 right joystick X2, Y2
4 dial C 11 dial D
5 left joystick X1, Y1 12 Toggle the three-position switch F
6 Battery indicator 13 USB2/Charge/Data transmission
7 Button A

3: Parameter
1: Aircraft parameter



2: Remote control parameter (T10)

refer to T10

4: Accessories list
Standard configuration:
MX450*1
battery*1
Charger*1
propeller*3 (pair)
T10 remote control*1
remote control strap*1
Typec-otg data cable*1
Micro-otg data cable*1

Five: Basic flight
1: Fully charge the battery before flying.
2: Download the Yunzhuo ground station software on the official website of Yunzhuo Technology

www.skydroid.xin and install it on the mobile phone.
3: Place the aircraft on a flat and open ground with the user facing the tail of the aircraft (the

battery tail is inserted into the aircraft tail).
5: Install the propeller correctly.

(With a propeller rotation direction diagram) Like this:
4: Turn on the remote control (long press the power button), and insert the battery plug into the

power supply port of the aircraft.
5: Wait for the aircraft motor to make a long beep before the self-check succeeds.
6: Open the Yunzhuo Ground Station APP, select Bluetooth to connect to the remote control, and

connect to the data transmission. Insert the USB otg data cable and connect the image.
7: Move the joystick in the inner eight to unlock the aircraft, and slowly push the throttle stick

upward to let the aircraft take off smoothly.



8: Pull down the throttle stick to lower the aircraft.
9: After landing, pull the throttle stick to the lowest position and hold it for more than 3 seconds

until the motor stops.
10: Turn off the power of the aircraft and the power of the remote controller in turn after

stopping.

Six: Points to note:
1: Fully charge the battery before flying, the aircraft will land if there is no power.
2: Novices should not connect any software to modify the parameters of the aircraft and the
remote controller. Changing the parameters will cause the aircraft to explode or fail to fly, and the
after-sales related maintenance costs need to be returned to the customer (including freight). If
you can't use it, please contact Yunzhuo after-sales service in time.
3: Please do not take off in crowded places, pay attention to the flight mode.


